Riot school role for Camp San Luis

by John Spillar

Recently Major General Glen Ames, commanding general of the California National Guard, announced that Camp San Luis Obispo would become a school for civil disturbance planning and operations this September. Classes numbering about 45 students each, are composed mostly of civilians and will take five days to graduate. The course will be offered 10 times a year for three years. The question arises, is there a connection between this camp and that school? Could this Cal Poly, for instance, become a test center in event a disturbance were to occur? "Absolutely not," declares Camp San Luis Obispo Commander, Col. Robert Nimmo. The colonel says that the need for the school arose when "difficulties between local law enforcement agencies have arisen during emergency riot situations. Often these difficulties were in the form of competition between heads of local jurisdictions as to who should handle the situation or in some instances, one county was unwilling to help another when things were blown out of proportion. State officials felt that something had to be done." The camp commander indicates that the school will not teach riot control methods, but rather riot control "administration." Police chiefs, city councilmen, county sheriffs and others busy preparing for civil disturbance planning will be taught how to administer the forces at their disposal. "Riot situations," he said, "will be included with subjects involving the nature of social unrest, how to administer aspects of riot control and other problems faced by local jurisdictions during riots. Bayonet courses, gas ranges, mock campuses and the like will all be utilized during the course." The campus will be physically classed "incursion" the colonel emphasized. According to Nimmo, the WTTI training center for amphibious warfare will become a school because it has the best facilities for this purpose of all state-owned facilities. He went on to say that Camp Roberts, located 60 miles north of San Luis Obispo on the Nip San, wasn't considered as a school site for several reasons. First, facilities at Roberts are inadequate and outdated. Little updates has taken place since Ola trained there during the Second World War. Second, most of the schools are to be civilians and will require civilian accommodations such as motels. And third simply aren't available in the Camp Roberts area. "Besides," he concluded, "Camp Roberts wasn't a part of the California National Guard Training Base when the site for the school was being considered.

Celebrated

fancifulist

campus

Ray Bradbury, celebrated science-fiction writer, will be guest speaker on Thursday, May 4 at 8:00 p.m. in the new College Union. Author of some 300 short stories and 25 books of novels, plays and stories, Bradbury has been classified as "the greatest living science-fiction writer" by literary critics around the world. Famous for his screenplay for the movie version of Herman Melville's "Moby Dick," Bradbury is currently at work on a screenplay based on a novel he wrote entitled "Something Wicked This Way Comes." Bradbury's musicals "The Wonderful Ice Cream Suit" and "I Sing the Body Electric" will appear in production in New York City next year. He is presently at work on a science-age cantata with Lalo Schifrin, the composer of TV themes like "Mission Impossible." and "Man from U.N.C.L.E.

The Martian Chronicles, Farenheit 411 and The Illustrated Man are some of Bradbury's more well known literary works. Born in Waukegan, Ill. in 1920, he now makes his home in Los Angeles.

General Admission ticket prices for the event are 75 cents for students and $1.50 for the general public. Tickets may be purchased in advance at the Julian A. McPeek College Union and other downtown outlets.

The ASI Pres. Paul Banke as being "very informative" because it let me know what the governor is thinking as well as the student-president from the other state colleges.

The major topic of discussion in the hour and 15 minute meeting was the budget cuts for the upcoming 1971-72 academic year. Reagan expressed a concern that many students are under the false impression that he had cut the state college budget for the upcoming academic year. He explained that in reality the budget had not been cut but instead it is $8 million greater than last year's budget.

According to Reagan, "The economy is in recession and we are not able to give everyone all the money that they would like or that we would like to give them. Until the recession is over there must be a period of belt tightening on everyone's part."

Many officers attending the meeting were angry over the governor's $5 per cent rollback in the Economic Opportunity Program budget which last year totaled $31.9 million. Reagan attempted to quell the animosity explaining, "From all indications we have received, the federal government is going to augment the EOP budget by $8.1 million.

Reagan also announced that seven million are going to be spent to fully equip buildings on many state college campuses that would otherwise remain empty and out of use. The revenues were found by leasing off shore oil drilling sites.

Again money was the common denominator as the gathering discussed the students' problem in selection of a college. Many felt that those who desired to attend a college close to home because of limited finances, should be given special consideration when his or her application was to be considered.

Reagan disagreed strongly on this point. He stated, "I would not be fair to give a person in one town in California a scholarship over a person in another town in the state because each of them are last in line and entitled to the same rights as residents of California."

Two final topics of discussion were the publish or perish system of the UC campuses and the name change bill currently in front of the state legislature.

Most of the officers and Reagan were in general agreement that the publish or perish system was not a problem on the state college campuses and that it was not a desirable system. Since a name change bill would change the state colleges to state universities which was met with favor by most of those present as well as Reagan. Reagan however expressed hope that the name change, if adopted, would not include a publish or perish system or an expanded graduate program.

Nixon meets

returning troops

UPI—President Reagan Friday welcomed the 1st Marine Division home from Vietnam and pledged "we shall bring this war to an end in a way worthy of your service."

In a valid reference to the two weeks of antiwar demonstrations which he left behind in Washington, Nixon said the Vietnam War would not be won by a heavy U.S. pullout leads to a communal howler.

"We are not going to fail," he said. "We will succeed because of your valor; we will succeed because you are the finest men of the American people when they find out what the stakes are."
Candidates for ASI President:

Pete Evans
As students we are the most effective force in the effort to halt the United States' for aggressive in Asia. The liberation in this country have passed the buck to us. This issue is not separate from the academic community—we are all intimately affected by it. If the sadistic adventures of Allied forces don't drive you up the wall then perhaps the thought of this county's resources being drained in a senseless venture, does. I plan to stand firm on this issue and if elected to encourage the student body to support anti-war activities until an end to the conflict is reached.

Mike Jones
Cal Poly is a multiracial entity, and many of these ethnic groups don't really identify with any other ethnic group. Poly students, for the most part, aren't aware of these cultural minority groups that compose a relevant segment of the Cal Poly student body. As ASI President I want to be informed of the problems of these groups whether they be Black, Brown, Yellow, Iranian, Pakistani, etc., so that I may work with these groups to investigate solutions. Cal Poly is in need of student leaders that we provide a strong cohesive force that will help us get it together. I can provide that leadership, and I will concentrate my effort and energy to make students aware of the problems that confront us, and together we can work on solutions. Student government must tune in to all factions of the student population, not just the Aggies or any other individual segment but to all students.

Joe Martinez
My platform is based on research and discussions with students on this campus and people from other campuses. My platform is as follows. I will make sure that a committee of students, staff, and representatives of the landlords would be set up to write a lease to be made available through the ASI to students who are tenants. A booklet would be written explaining the rights and responsibilities of tenants. I also feel that the college must tune in to all facets of the student population, not just the Aggies or any other individual segment but to all students.

something real. THEY want to have YOUR point of view. I want to let you represent your own views. If you have a point of view, you will probably be trying to do something somewhere because of it. I want to represent your RIGHT to commit yourself to something without getting bogged down in petty bureaucracy. I will discuss this subject in more detail in my editorial, "Dealing with the Administration..." The following is a major program I want to push through. Each registration you would fill out a ballot dividing up where you wanted your ASI money to go. Any recognized ASI club or activity could propose a program and ask for funds. As it is now, a few student government 'trippers' sit on top of everything and ask for funds. As It is now, a few student government 'trippers' sit on top of everything and ask for funds. As It is now, a few student government 'trippers' sit on top of everything and ask for funds. As It is now, a few student government 'trippers' sit on top of everything and ask for funds.
Marnianne Dosh

One doesn't have to attend Cal Poly long to realize that the policies enacted here have little to do with the students. Or to phrase it more precisely, it would appear that not only the administration but also our duly elected representatives have failed to act on student opinion. In a referendum recently passed 84 per cent were in favor of student evaluation of faculty. Students need not only a voice but a hand in the decision-making. Another recent poll revealed an 89 per cent favorable vote for establishing legal aid for students. We don't need a committee to look into the possibility—we need a fully accredited attorney available free to all students funded by ASI funds—NOW.

High rents, overcrowding, exploitative leases and discrimination are some of the results which students seeking homes in BLO have been forced to face individually. We need a real administration but also our duly elected representatives have failed to act on student opinion.

Mike Bohl

Many areas of student life at Cal Poly need re-evaluation and reassessment. As ASI Vice-President, I am not only going to do my best to make the ASI work for the students and not only for an elected few.

Rick Frier

My platform is formed around three basic points. First, after three years of student government in one form or another, I saw a continuous waste of ASI money. Spending money needlessly and not bothering to develop money-saving policies is a common practice of most governmental officials. My point is efficiency. Efficiency, I feel, is needed badly here at Cal Poly. Asking the students to increase their tuition at any rate to make up for loss of money or poor efficiency is going too far. Education is not designed or should not be designed for the wealthy, but for all that are willing and waiting. Secondly, many times too many departments or schools have come up with the short end of the stick. This, I feel, is due directly to lack of voice and organization. Students outside that particular school know little of their needs. Their representatives try to communicate their needs only by using operational terms, which mostly are understood in a different manner than they were originally meant. Let's bridge that communication gap; let's achieve equality among the schools. Then, let's unify our college. In doing this, we will have organization.

And third, Problems. I could give you my feelings about the problems today, however, time and space would not do justice toward them. Next year, there will be many more. My feelings about problem solving is the same philosophy that the college of Oxford teaches. To each problem there is a logical solution. The problem is finding it. Having two majors and a minor, all in separate schools of Cal Poly, I hit many problems, and find this philosophy to stand pet.
The rest of the troops

Russ Hurley

I feel it is my duty to run in SAC in an orderly and efficient manner which will facilitate student involvement in student affairs. By bringing the different clubs and council together we can run SAC in a more representative manner for the students.

In conclusion, I think it will be of great importance to all students next year will be the constructive influence student officers can have on the Board of Trustees decisions concerning tuition, on-campus housing, and other issues to come up in the future. By talking with the trustees a more favorable decision for the students at Cal Poly can be obtained.

Some of the current problems confronting students are housing, faculty evaluation, parking, transportation, and annihilation of the college by the city which are of prime importance to all students. These issues need to be worked out for the smooth coordination between students, the college community and the area surrounding Cal Poly. Also, many of the problems are directly related to the quality of education you as students will receive as a Cal Poly student.

In conclusion, I have mentioned plus many others need to be questioned and answered and the answers need to be implemented. Much work will be needed to solve all these problems but it will be worth the time and effort in order to gain a more fair representation for all. I would like to work toward that goal next year.

Thomas Hannum 2nd candidate for Justice

In seeking your vote for the Mustang Wrestling Justice, I make only one promise, and that is to represent the entire student body to the best of my ability.

The duties of Chief Justice consist primarily of presiding over the Student Judiciary Committee when any complaint or appeal has been made to this group. But I am not the only one who would give equal voting power on cases brought forward—there are Associate Justices from each school which have equal voting power on cases. Thus, I am unable to render a fair decision for students.

Kopitar most valuable

A clear spring day, the small of blood-dripping steak being cooked over an oak bark fire, games of sandball baseball, and the sound of loud yelling and laughter set the stage for the 1971 Mustang Wrestling Awards Banquet.

The place: Cuesta Park, the date: Thursday, April 28, the occasion: to honor the 1971-1972 Mustang Wrestling Team.

Wrestling Coach Vaughn Hitchcock and Cal Poly employee Dick Tartaglia served as chefs for the fine cuisine which included steaks, beans, French bread, salad, punch, cake, cookies, and ice cream.

Hitchcock opened the formal portion of the get together when he presented members of the College Division Championship Team (ten wrestlers in all) with a large, framed, black and white picture. From that point, the individual awards were presented for the following categories:

Outstanding Freshman Award was presented to 118 pounder Jack Spates. He received a pen and pencil set plaque and a gift certificate from Green Brothers Clothing Store of San Luis Obispo. The Most Improved Wrestler Award went to Sophomore Steve Gardner, a regular starter at the 143 pound class, too he received a pen and pencil set plaque and a Green Brothers gift certificate. The College Division Wrestling Coach Award went to heavyweight Tim Kopitar, a junior from Pittsburg. He was awarded the pen and pencil set plaque and a gift certificate on the merit of compiling a total of 10 team points for Mustangs in competition.

The Outstanding Wrestler Award was shared by co-captains John Finch and Lee Torres. The two also received awards as being chosen team captains, which were trophy clocks, each received a pen and pencil set plaque, and brothers gift certificates. Finch was a four year letterman for the Mustangs and Torres, a co-captain, the distinction of being a member of four National Championship squads. Hitchcock dedicated the awards to the Mustangs as a Fresno City College College.

Kopitar was named Mustang and was regular starter for the past two seasons.

Concluding the ceremonies, Hitchcock praised the wrestling squad as one of the two best teams ever produced in California.

Hitchcock being the successful coach that he is, offered one last word, "we have the product to improve on last season's marks, and the coming season started, when the last season ended. Everyone of you should be working right now for the next season."

Chief Justice hopeful Peter Chamberlain

Peter Chamberlain is an able and qualified candidate. He is a junior in Business Administration and has been at Cal Poly since his freshman year. His qualifications include 1 quarter at law school for a total of 11 units in law by the end of this quarter. His G.P.A. for these courses so far is 3.50. Included in his future plans is law school after graduation from Poly in June of 1972.

The job of chief justice, as he sees it, is presiding over the student judiciary and making every effort to render a fair decision for the student whenever a case comes up. The students deserve a very fair shake. Unfortunately, last year the trustees took much of the power away from the student judiciary in student disciplinary cases, previously heard by the student judiciary, are now heard by a one

Announcements

SUMMER FOR OPPORTUNITIES

June 7 - October 20

Daily Times between 9 and 4:30 p.m.

NATIONAL SUMMER JOBS PROGRAM

Applications for summer jobs in agriculture are being accepted. The Federal Government has made the funds available to Cal Poly to sponsor 3 young men. The jobs will be related to agriculture. Applications may be obtained in the Office of Student Services in the University Center.

SUMMER JOBS

Applications are available in the Office of Student Services in the University Center.

WANTED FOR SUMMER USE

Two 1967 Pontiac Bonnies for sale.

SUMMER HOUSING

Applications are available in the Office of Student Services in the University Center.

HOUSING

Applications are available at the Campus Housing Office in the University Center.

Automotive

Kleen Rite Laundry

278 Parker St.

543-8568

1 Hour Service

Kleen Rite Cleaners

543-8568

3 Bedroom Haute ler rent, call aft

4 bedroom haute ler rent, call aft

16 MOA vary good condition

Motorcycle Special 162 Higuera St

Birthdays and Anniversaries

Tenderloin Steak—served by Cal Poly prof. 1965

Anniversary and Birthday gifts available.

A tin of loo 716, 9 1.0.

ALASKA and IHE YUKON, around

the aardvark

Tenderloin, 1*17 Infield, 30 06, 160, 3040

544 6375

TENDER TRAVEL—travel

Regular Ford Wagon with cargo area

rental

1971 WTB New Vee engine and
dirt bike, 4 HP, 74" wheel base, after 1, $1975.

RENAULT

500 C "SOLD" can see after 1, july

1970 KAWASAKI 290 treet and dirt

rental

546 3112

544-6374

Motorcycle Special 162 Higuera St

MOTORCYCLE RENTAL REWARD

Linton Mony in Spam Timi

9579. Ph 943 9407 or 946-2041

TWO A PENNY

We noticed a few of you that did not receive our last fee ad with ad numbers. Our system is capable of moving your feet to the ad number on the stick experience. This is one way to enjoy the experience of working the adnumber the adnumber.
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